
There are distinct lexical classes of pronouns, nouns, adjectives, and verbs.
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Pronouns are independent words except for special prefixal forms that appear with

kinship terms. First and second persons are distinguished in all of the languages, in

singular and plural. In some of the languages, demonstratives are used for third

persons, while in others, more elaborate distinctions exist, between masculine and

feminine, and spatially proximate versus distal or absent. There is also a special

category of empathetic or logophoric pronouns used when relaying the thoughts or

words of third persons (O'Connor 1984, 1990, Mithun 1990, 1993a).

Nouns may be compound: ?uy cfabe 'face-rock' = 'eye'. In nominals referring to

persons, pronouns, kinship terms, and a few other nouns, three cases are

distinguished: agent, patient, and possessive. Kinship terms have additional vocative

forms. There are distributive and collective suffixes for nouns and adjectives, and

instrumental, comitative, and locative enclitics for noun phrases. These may be

followed by enclitics indicating definiteness and/or topic contrast.

Verb morphology can be elaborate. Verbal proclitics indicate location or direction:

'hither from within earshot', 'hither from a distance', 'up to', 'away', 'together',

'downstream', 'upward', 'across water', 'homeward', 'inside', 'out', 'outdoors', 'out in

the wild', 'off, 'backward', etc. Next come a large set of instrumental-causative

prefixes, that indicate a kind of motion or state: 'orally', 'by collecting', 'by pushing',

'by gravity', 'mentally', 'with the fingers or fine work', 'with mass, by sitting', 'by water

flowing', 'holding by a handle', 'by stepping', 'by kicking', 'by internal force (burning,

freezing)', 'visibly', 'by thrusting', 'by sucking', 'by biting', 'by swinging', etc. Oswalt

(1976b: 16) reconstructs 21 for Proto-Pomo. Verb roots may imply the shape or

number of the absolutive participant: ?&& -w 'for one person to sit, live', napPow 'for

more than one person to sit, live'; com 'for liquid to sit in a container'. Verb stems

may be reduplicated to indicate repetitive motion: dalidaliw 'pushing-flap-pushing-

flap-PERFEcnvE' = 'wave the hand'.

Various kinds of suffixes may follow the root. Some pertain to number; there are

markers for multiple eventhood, multiple states, and cooperating agents. A
semelfactive specifies a single occurrence. Some suffixes indicate direction:

Across/past', 'around to the other side', 'up to', 'in hence', 'in hither', 'out hence', 'out

hither', 'down', 'up hence', 'up hither', 'against', 'here and there'. There are also

inchoative, causative, reflexive, comitative, defocusing marker that backgrounds the

agent, and in some languages, a negative suffix.

Although tense need not be specified, aspect is systematically marked. Verbs may
be imperfective, involving some internal temporal texture, or perfective, presented

without internal temporal structure. In some of the languages, aspectual markers may
be applied repeatedly to verbs, creating complex aspectual distinctions such as

durative perfective, habitual, and frequentative. Several enclitics may follow either

uninflected stems or those containing various combinations of aspect markers. One
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is an immediate or factual marker, for events or states in progress or for general
truths. Others are anticipatory, future, conditional, and optative markers. Distinct

singular and plural imperative suffixes are added directly to stems.

Various evidential enclitics indicate the source of knowledge presented. Among
these are a hearsay marker; an inferential; a visual indicating that the speaker
personally witnessed the event; an aural indicating that the knowledge comes from
non-verbal sound; a performative indicating that the speaker actively performed the
action; and an affective indicating that the speaker was personally affected.

Finally, the Pomoan languages are known for a set of verbal suffixes and enclitics,

sometimes termed 'switch-reference markers', that function to link clauses. One set,

primarily suffixes, link closely related events or states, usually involving the same
participants, while the other set, usually enclitics, link events or states, often involving

different participants, that retain more conceptual distinctness. Discussions of these
markers can be found in the grammars and in Oswalt 1985, and Mithun 1992.

Some of the features mentioned above can be seen in the section of Central Porno
narrative below, told by Mrs. Jack. Clause-linking markers 'when', 'and', and 'as' are
in the third, fourth, and last lines. The special empathetic pronoun ti-kfe 'her own'
in the last line is from a paraphrase of the young lady's words. The couplet-like

structure in the third and fourth lines is a typical discourse device.

Beda=htpw nasoy ?ey=yo~w,

here=from young.lady away= go-PERFEcrive

'A young lady from here went away

pdpil cd-w=yo-w=^khe.

Sp.paper house-in =go-PERFEcnvE=future

to go to school.

qo=yo-w,School=?el ?=ye-w=da, ld-l=l

=the working-stop-PERFEcrivE=when back-at=to hither-go-PERFEcnvE

When the school stopped, she returned,

My J?i-n ?&d'-ba, ld-l=il qo-yo-w

long not-iMPERFEcnvE one.sit-and back-at-to hither-go-PERFEcnvE

didn't stay very long, and returned,

ti^-tfe canu-^el s?u-c-' hi-h-du-n.

own=poss word=the ignore-iNCHOATivE-PERFEcrivE say-PERFEcnvE-iMPERFEcnvE-as

saying that she forgot her language.'
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